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The main purpose of this paper is to show that the intersection theory 
of curves of Lagrange spaces is a very flexible tool in the study of the 
Morse index in variational calculus. 
In Section 1 the stage is set with a brief review of the classical transla- 
tion of the Morse index into the number of negative eigenvalues of a 
Sturm-Liouville problem. after a translation into Hamilton systems 
using the Legendre transformation, this can then be read as the inter- 
section number of a curve of Lagrange spaces p E+ graph @(p, T), 
p running from - 1 to 0, with a fixed one p. Here @(p, t): T* iw” -+ T*W 
is the solution matrix of the linear Hamilton system with eigenvalue 
parameter II, T is the final time, and p is a Lagrange space in T* [w” :< T* (WC 
determined by the (arbitrary) boundary condition in the variational 
problem. 
In Section 2 the main properties of the intersection number of curves 
of Lagrange spaces w(t) with a fixed one iy are collected. Firstly, it follows 
from the results of Arnol’d [l] that it is invariant under a homotopy of W, 
keeping the initial and end-point of w (which do not intersect CX) fixed. 
Secondly, replacing cx by another Lagrange space a’ changes the inter- 
section number by an integer, computed by Hormander [lo] and given 
explicitly in terms of the signatures of some quadratic forms defined by CY, 
CL’, and only the initial and end-point of W. This allows for the definition 
of an index of w as the intersection number with 01 plus a correction term 
making it independent of CX. 
In Section 3 it is shown that for any curve of symplectic transformations 
Q(t) and any Lagrange space V in T*R”, the index of the curve 
t ++ graph Q(t) of Lagrange spaces in T*RrL x T*W is equal to the 
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index of the curve t tt @(t)-‘(V) of Lagrange spaces in T*R”, plus an 
integer j(@(T), V) depending only on Q(T) and I’, generalizing the 
“order of concavity” of Morse [12]. 
Applying a homotopy argument, the Morse index is expressed in 
Section 4 as the index of the curve t tt graph @(O, t), t running from 0 
to T, plus a correction term which can be computed from @(O, T) and 
the boundary condition of the original variational problem. Because 
@(O, t) is related to the differential of the Euler-Lagrange flow by means 
of the Legendre transformation, this can be regarded as a geometric 
formula for the index. 
The intersection number of t + @(O, t)-l( V) with a fixed Lagrange 
space U, related to the index of t ti graph @(O, t) according to the 
formula of Section 3, can be interpreted as a number of focal points 
along the stationary curve if I’ = vertical space. It is equal to the number 
of conjugate points if in addition U = v. 
Section 4 is concluded with a short discussion of the fixed end-point 
and the periodic boundary condition, thus recovering some classical 
formulas of Morse [12]. For the periodic boundary condition a special 
choice of U adapted to Q(T) leads to the formula of Klingenberg [I I] 
(obtained in the Riemannian case and with a much more direct method). 
This paper originated in an attempt to identify the exponent in a power 
of i occurring in the asymptotic expansions of [8] for an elliptic operator 
on a compact manifold, with a Morse index for periodic geodesics. This 
relation was suggested by similar expansions of Colin de Verdi&e [5] for 
the Laplace operator on a Riemannian manifold, where the exponent 
of i was equal to this Morse index almost by construction. 
If G(t) is the solution matrix of any periodic linear Hamilton system 
with period T, then the index of graph Q(t), t running from 0 to Iz . T 
(k an integer) can be expressed in terms of the index of graph Q(t), t 
running from 0 to T, the number iz and the normal form of the real 
symplectic linear transformation Q(T). This application of the inter- 
section theory will be worked out in a subsequent paper [6] with 
R. Cushman. It generalizes the formulas obtained by Bott [3] and 
Klingenberg [ 1 l] in the sense that no positivity assumptions are made for 
the Hamilton system. However, their results are formulated in the 
framework of hermitian forms of signature 0, for which an intersection 
number has been introduced by Edwards [13, Sect. 41 in the same 
fashion as here, but without using the analog of Hormander’s signature 
number. Some comments on the relation between the real symplectic 
theory and the hermitian one will be given in the final section of [6]. 
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I. SORIE CLASSICAL TRANSLATIONS OF THE MORSE INDEX 
Let X be a smooth manifold of dimension n, points in its tangent 
bundle TX will be denoted by ( x, ZI), with x E X, ZI E T,X. Let f be a 
real-valued smooth function on an open subset 2 of [w Y TX. Then 
E(c) = j-‘f (t, c(t), $- (t)) dt (1.1) 
defines a real-valued smooth function E on the space of curves 
% =-= lc E Cl([O, T],S); (t,c(t), $-(I)) E 2 for all t E [0, T]i . (1.2) 
% is a smooth Banach manifold modeled on the Banach space 
Ci([O, T], W) with its usual topology of uniform convergence of the 
curves and their derivatives. 
Boundary conditions will be introduced by restricting E to the set of 
curves 
?TR -= {c E %; (c(O), c(T)) E R}, (1.3) 
here R is a given smooth submanifold of S Y X. The most familiar 
examples are R = ((q, , No)) and R = [(x, y) E S :,: X; ‘2: = y>. In the 
first case %‘R is the space of curves with prescribed initial- and end-point, 
in the second case %‘:, is the space of closed curves. In the general case’&, 
is a smooth submanifold of Y of codimension equal to the codimension 
of R in X ?: X, with tangent space equal to 
Tc’tR = {SC E Cl([O, 1’1, c*TA-); (h-(O), h(T)) E T(e(o),c(&?j-. (1.4) 
c E ‘tR is called a stationary curve for the boundary relation R if the 
restriction of E to %‘R has a stationary point at c, that is, if DE(c)(k) = 0 
for all SC E Tc%YR . For such a curve the second-order differential 
D2E(c) of E at c is an invariantly defined symmetric bilinear form on 
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TC5fR . Now the Morse index of the stationary curve c for the boundary 
relation R is defined as 
iR(c) = sup{dim L; L is a linear subspace of T,V, 
on which PE(c) is negative definite}. (1.5) 
It is a classical result that iR(c) can only be finite if D,“f(f(t)) is positive 
semidefinite for all t E [0, T], and that conversely 
D,,“f(C(t)) is positive definite for all t E [0, T] (1.6) 
implies that iR(c) is finite. Here D, denotes differentiation of functions 
on a with respect to v E T,X, keeping t and x fixed, and we have used the 
abbreviation 
(1.7) 
(1.6) is called the su.cient condition of Legendre. 
We repeat the proof of (1.6) + iR(c) < 03 briefly here, because it 
contains a translation of the Morse index which will be used in the sequel. 
For convenience we also reduce the computations of the differentials of E 
to the case that X is an open subset of R”. This can be done for instance 
by introducing a smooth map r: [0, T] x Y --f X, Y an open neighbor- 
hood of 0 in IR”, such that y + r(t, y) is a diffeomorphism from Y to an 
open neighborhood of c(t) in X, mapping 0 to c(t), for each t E [0, T]. 
The t-dependent substitution of variables x = r(t, y) then induces a 
diffeomorphism between a neighborhood of c in % and a neighborhood 
of the zero curve in Rn. 
Let q(t) be a positive definite symmetric bilinear form on EP, depending 
continuously on t E [0, T], such that 
i 
4(t) + Qc2f(W aJQmtN . 
Qacf(~(t)) h2fMt)) 1 
1s positive definite for all t E [0, T]. (1.8) 
(The possibility of finding such q(t) is equivalent to (1.6).) 
Writing 
,Q(Sc, SC’) = ST q(t)@(t), SC’(t)) dt (1.9) 
0 
it follows that Q is an inner product on TCVR inducing the L2-topology, 
and that Q + D2E( ) c is an inner product on TCVR inducing the H(l)- 
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topology of L2-convergence of the curves and their derivatives. Let 
Nxo, resp. H,l be the completion of T,V?, with respect to (2, resp. 
0 + D”E(c). 
Now define the linear operator in H,l by 
D”E(c) :-= (Q T D%(c)) 0 L ; (1.10) 
here bilinear forms are regarded as mappings from the vector space to 
its dual. Then 8 = I - K, with (Q + D”,?(c)) 0 K = ,O, so K is 
continuous: II,* + HRz and therefore compact as an operator in HRo in 
view of Ascoli’s theorem. It follows that K is a symmetric positive 
operator in IiR1 with a discrete spectrum converging to 0, so 6 is a 
symmetric operator in HR1 with a discrete spectrum X, < X, < ... such 
that Xj ,z 1 as j --f CO. In particular the sum E- of the eigenspaces of G 
for the negative eigenvalues is finite-dimensional and G 3 0 on the 
orthogonal complement E+ of E- in H,l. 
We conclude that HR1 = E- @ Et, D2E(c) < 0 on Ep and D2E(c) 2: 0 
on E’m. If L is another linear subspace of HR1 on which D”E(c) < 0 then 
the linear projection to E- along E-k is injective on L, so dim L 6 dim E-. 
Because T,GY?~ is dense in HR1 one can find a linear subspace L of 
TCVR such that dimL = dim E- and D2E(c) < 0 on L (we will see 
below that in fact Ep C TC?fR), so we have proved: 
LEMMA 1. I. If (1.6) holds then iR(c) is equal to the nurnbel~ qf negative 
eigenealues of 6, counted bth nwltiplicity, afld this number is jkite. 
Straightforward calculations, involving a partial integration with 
respect to t, show that c E VR is a stationary curve for the boundary 
relation R if and only if 
-& (D,f(C(t))) = D,f(T(t)) (Euler-Lagrange) (1.11) 
and 
(&f(C”(O)), -oJ(qq)) E (~‘(cco).c(r))R)-L. (1.12) 
Moreover, for such a curve c, and 6c E T,.%+, , we have G(&-) :-m X . SC 
if and only if 
& [u,D,$(z(t)) . SC(f) f- Dz:‘:‘f((‘(t)) . q$ (@)I 
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with p = X/(1 - A), and 
with 
The differential equations (1.1 I), (1.13) hold in distribution sense, but 
their solutions are automatically smooth and satisfy the equations in the 
classical sense because D,“f is nondegenerate. The equations (1.13), 
(1.14) for 6c are known in the literature as a Sturm-Liouville problem. 
Note that (1.6) . pl im ies that it has only nonzero solutions 6c for p > -1 
(0 X < 1) and that the sum of the dimensions of the solution spaces for 
-1 < ,u < 0 (o X < 0) is finite. For p = 0 the equations (1.13) (1.14) 
are just the variational equations of (1.1 I), (1.12). 
In many cases the choice (1.2) of the space of curves on which the 
function E is studied is not the most appropriate one. For instance if 
E(t, x, v) = II v II: f or a Riemannian structure on X, then it is more 
natural to define E on the Hilbert manifold of H(l)-curves in X, as in 
Flaschel and Klingenberg [9]. However, if PR1 is the subset of the 
H(l)-curves satisfying the boundary condition R, then c E Zil is a 
stationary point for E: ZR1 -+ aB if and only if (l.ll), (1.12) hold, that is, 
c E VR and c is a stationary point for E: V:R ---t iw. Moreover, T,Z’i -: 
HR1 and the definition of the Morse index does not change if we replace 
‘ZR by SR1. One can also replace VR by the finite-dimensional manifold 
?Yi” of broken geodesics with k corners satisfying the boundary relation 
R, and conclude that the Morse index of E: c??L’) + [w is the same as the 
one defined above if k is sufficiently large. This follows from the observa- 
tion that the spaces TcgR , (k) k = 1, 2,... form an increasing sequence of 
linear subspaces of HR l the union of which is dense in HR1, so one of , 
these subspaces contains a linear subspace L with dim L = dim E- and 
D2E(c) < 0 on L. 
We conclude this section by another classical translation, called the 
Legendre transformation. Consider the mapping 
2: (t, x, v) F+ (t, x, D&t, Lx, v)). (1.15) 
The condition that D,“f is nondegenerate means that JZ is a smooth 
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covering map from I2 to an open subset of R :< T*S, here T*S denotes 
the cotangent bundle of 9. Because coverings induce local diffomor- 
phisms between the corresponding spaces of curves, we will make the 
abuse of notation of treating 5? as if it were a global diffeomorphism. 
T,et ‘L’ : z(t, x, 8) be the solution of t = IIrf(t, x, zs). Define 
Writing f(t) = II,4(t, x(t), a(t)), x(t) = c(t), the equations c E SIR , 
d&~/&(t) = z’(t), (I. 1 I) and (1.12) are equivalent to 
-g (t) ~z Qp(t, s(t), L?(f)), 
-g (t) = --nrp(t, .v(t), I(t)). 
(Hamilton egza2tiom) (1.17) 
with boundary conditions 
(s(o), x(1’)) E R, (t(O), --t(T)) c (T~o).rm&‘)‘-. (1.18) 
Writing 51$(t) = o,II,.f(E(t)) . 6x(t) + DFf(c(t)) . Sv(t), x(t) = c(t), 




~Jwt, -$t), at)) WP(f, .4t), 5(t)) 
-L$D,.(t, s(t), E(t)) 1 
(1.20) 
and with boundary conditions 
with 
p = tangent space at ((;I$ , (yif$) 
of the manifold I( (i) , (:I); (x, Y) E R, ((9 -4 E (Tcr,,,R) 11 . (1.21) 
607/2I /2- j  
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Let @(p, t) be the fundamental solution of (1.19), that is, 
@(P, 0) = 1 = identity in T*W. (1.22) 
Then we have translated Lemma 1.1 into 
iR(c) = 1 dim(graph @(p, T) n p). 
-l/LL<O 
(1.23) 
The mapping A(p, t) is an infinitesimal symplectic transformation in 
T*W for the canonical symplectic form (T = uTeIWn i  T*iV defined by 
(T (c;, , (&)) = (Sf, 6x’) - (SW, St’). 
This means that u(A(p, t) * 11, u) + ~(24, A(p, t) . v) = 0 for all 24, 
u E T*[Wn. It follows that @(II, t) is a symplectic transformation in T*W 
for all t, that is D(@(P, t) . U, @(,, t) + V) = ~$21, V) for all U, z’ E T*BB”. 
This can also be expressed by saying that the symplectic form 
u = Ofirst factor g’,! -“second factor (1.25) 
in T*[w” ;< T*[wtL vanishes on the graph of @(p, t). A 2n-dimensional 
linear subspace of T*W Y T*Iw”, on which CT vanishes is called a 
Lagrange subspace of the symplectic vector space (T* [w” :a; T* W, u). It is 
easily verified that p is also a Lagrange subspace of (T*W Y T*W, u). 
Indeed, the normal bundle in T*X >< T*X E T*(X ‘*: X) of R C X x X 
is a Lagrange manifold for Dfirst raCtor 0 o,,,,,~ fnCtC,r (cf. [7, Sect. 3.7]), 
and p is obtained from its tangent space by a flip of sign in the fiber of the 
second factor T*X. In this way the Morse index is reduced to a number 
of intersections of a curve of Lagrange spaces with a fixed one. 
2. INTERSECTION THEORY FOR CURVES OF LAGRANGE SPACES 
Let E be a real vector space and let c be a symplectic form on E, that 
is, G is a nondegenerate antisymmetric bilinear form on E. For a linear 
subspace ,Y of E write 
01” = {v E E; u(u, v) = 0 for all u E a)- (2.1) 
for the orthogonal complement of OL with respect to Q. o( is called isotropic 
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if iy. C 01~ and 01 is called a Lagrange subspace of the symplectic vector space 
(E, u) if it is maximal with this property. The set of Lagrange subspaces 
of (I?, u) will be denoted by A = A(& 0). It is easily seen that u: E A 
if and only if CY. = CP, so dim E = 2 dim E and all IU E A have the same 
dimension d, dim E = 2d. If 01 E A, write Ak(n) = (/3 E A; dim fi n 01 = k}. 
If pi, ,9 E A, a~ n p = 0, th en any d-dimensional linear subspace y of 
E with y n /3 = 0 can be written as 
y == {u -$ Cu;uEaj- for a linear mapping C: a: ---f /3. (2.2) 
Then the bilinear form 
Q(a, /3; y): (u, v) ‘--f u(Cu, v) (2.3) 
on o( is symmetric if and only if y E A, so 
Q(% B): y t-t SC% Pir> (2.4) 
is a bijection from no@) to the space S% of symmetric bilinear forms on cy. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A is a regular algebraic variety of dimension 
4 * d * (d + 1) in the Grassmann-variety of all d-dimensional linear sub- 
spaces of E. The mappings Q(N, /3) with 01, p E A, CL n p = 0 foYm an 
atlas of A. The differential of Q(iy, /3) t a IY. d oes not depend on the choice of 
pEAO(a)andth f dj eye ore e nes a canonical identijcation of T,A with S%. 
For the straightforward proof, see for instance [7, Sect. 3.41. Now let 
y E A”(R), choose /3 E A”(n) n AO(y). 0 n a suitable basis of “1. we can write 
with A a nonsingular (n ~ k) x (n - k) matrix. If y’ E A is close to y, 
then y’ E /lo@) and 
with C, D small and B close to A, in particular B is invertible too. Now 
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so taking R(y’) = D - ‘CB-T E S2(Ker Q(a, /3; y)) = S2(a n y) we 
have proved: 
LEMMA 2.2. For every y  E A”(E) there exists a submersion R from an 
open neighborhood 0 of y  in A to S2(a: CT y) such that 
(i) y’ E d”‘(u) n 0 -3 dim Ker R(y’) = k’, and 
(ii) DR(Y) = Puw c % := %ns . 
Here P.nv denotes the restriction mapping: S2y + S’(ac n y), I f  t tt w(t) 
is a d@erentiable curve in A and q,n,c,O,(dw/dt(t,)) is nondegenerate, then 
w Q(a, P; w(t)) = wQ(~, P; 4to)) + w CL,+~) ($ (to!) WI 
for p ~5 AO(ol) n AO(w(to)), t > to , t - to su$iciently small. 
It follows that (J,z,2Tc A”‘( ) CL is an algebraic variety in A with regular 
part equal to A”(a). F or every y E A”(a), T,,A”(a) = Ker qunv , so A”(a) 
has codimension 4. k . (Fz + 1) in fl. In particular C (LX) :- A\f!lO(~u) 
is an algebraic variety of codimension 1 in A, with regular part equal to 
A’(e) and singular part (J1;,>2 A”‘(E) of codimension & . 2 . (2 + 1) : 3 
in A. Moreover, Al(a) is oriented in A, because for each y E A’(x), 
q-,,.# induces an isomorphism: T,A/T.,A’(a) + Ss(a n y), and the 
l-dimensional space S”(u: n y) is oriented by calling an element positive 
if it is a positive definite bilinear form on 01 n y. 
If W: S1 ---f A is a differentiable loop in A intersecting C(,x) only in 
Al(a) and transversally, then the intersection number of Q with x (a) 
is given by 
Cwl := C w 4anw(f) [s(f)) . 
W(f)EX:(Z) 
(2.7) 
Because 2 (a)\Ai( ) LY is a finite union of smooth manifolds of codimension 
23, a smooth homotopy of loops generically avoids C (a)\Al(iu) and is 
transversal to Al(a), showing that w H [w] is homotopy invariant, so it 
defines a homomorphism: nl(A) + Z. Using that A”(a) is simply con- 
nected and A’( 01 is connected it follows that w is contractible in A if ) 
[w] =-_ 0. On the other hand it is easy to find a loop w with [w] z 1, so 
the map w ++ [w] induces an isomorphism between n,(A) and Z. [w] does 
not depend on the choice of 01 E A because A is connected. In other words, 
C (a) defines an oriented cycle of codimension 1 in A not depending on 
(Y E A, which is dual by PoincarC duality to a generator of Hi(A, Z) z Z. 
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For more details see [7, Sect. 3.41. The results are due to Arnol’d [l] 
who gives a somewhat different proof. [w] will be called the Maslov- 
Avnol’d index of the loop W. 
If w E CO([a, 61, A), w(a), w(b) E A’+), th en the intersection numOer of 
w with LY will be defined as 
[w : CY] == [L;)], where & is the loop consisting of w 
followed by a curve W’ in A”(N) from w(b) to ~(a). (2.8) 
Because A”(a) is simply connected, this definition does not depend on 
the choice of w’. Of course, [w : 21 = x:z1 [wi : a] if n = to < t, < ~9. =c: 
tj = b, w(ti) t A”(n) for all i = 0, 1 ,...,j, and wi is equal to the restriction 
of w to [tie1 , tJ. Also [w : CY] = [w] if w is a loop. 
If 01’ is another Lagrange space and w(a), w(b) E A”(cY’), then 
[co : a'] -= [w : a] -- s(a, cl'; w(a), w(b)). (2.9) 
Here s(cx, LY’; /3, /3’) is the MaslovPA\rnol’d index of the loop consisting 
of a curve in A”(a) from /3 to /3’ followed by a curve in Aa from ,8’ back 
to /I. This number has been introduced by Hiirmander [lo, Sect. 3.31, 
who also gave the explicit formula 
~(a, a’; /!I, /3’) == J{sgn CJLY, ~1’; /3) -- sgn _O(a, N’; /3’)1. (2.10) 
Here the right-hand side has the following interpretation when 
N n a’ G 0. If E is an isotropic subspace of (E, u), then u defines a 
symplectic form on CO/E. hloreover, for each 6 t A(E, a), the image n<(S) 
of 6 n E” under the canonical homomorphism: en ---f E”,/F is a Lagrange 
subspace of (E-/E, 0). This allows us to define 
Q( a, CY’; y) -1 ()(m, z-1’; Try) if y E .,l, yna'-0 
here TT -: TT,,,,~’ . 
(2.1 1) 
Xote that if y E /lo(a) n A,1’)(x’) then c)(#l, CY’; y) is similar to Q(‘-Y’, y; z), 
read as a bilinear form on nTTy’ by dividing out its null space ‘Y n Y’. So 
(2. IO) also can be read as 
S(SI, LX’; /3,/3’) == :{sgn (_)(A’, /3; 0~) - sgn ()(a’, /3’; CY)~. (3.10') 
In order to prove (2.10), note that s(s, ,Y’; ,13, p’) =: [CA : x] for any 
curve CG from p’ to /3 in ilO(.~‘). CC can be chosen such that it intersects C (a) 
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only at AI and transversally. The bilinear form Q(vT&(~,,), nor’; nL;)(t)) 
is similar to the restriction of Q(&(tJ, LX’; L(t)) to b(to) n (a + CX’), and 
o1 + CY’ = (a n dp, SO 
sgn 4nann~(to) dt ??!?ZL (to) = w C7w-$(t,) -$ (4.1)~ (2.12) 
In view of (2.5) it follows that sgn Q(~cL, ~a’; Ed) jumps by +2, 
resp. -2 at each positive, resp. negative crossing of A’(,) by B and 
remains constant elsewhere, thus proving (2.10). 
We will also use the formula 
s(cd, a’; ,8, /3’) = -s@, p’; cd) a’); (2.13) 
see [lo, (3.3.7)]. Combining (2.9), (2.13), and (2.10’) it follows that the 
number [w : a] - $ sgn Q(w(b), 
0f o1 E AO(w(a)) n *(w(b)). I 
CX; W(U)) does not depend on the choice 
n order to obtain an integer we propose the 
following 
DEFINITION 2.3. The index of a continuous curve w E CO([u, b], A), 
not necessarily closed, is given by 
ind(w) == [W : a] f ind$I(w(b), a; w(a)). (2.14) 
Here Q(w(b), a; W(U)) is the symmetric bilinear form on w(b) describing 
W(U) as in (2.2), (2.3). B ecause the index of a symmetric bilinear form Q on 
a vector space F is equal to $(dim F - dim Ker Q - sgn Q), the right- 
hand side in (2.14) d oes not depend on the choice of 01 E AO(w(a)) n 
fJ0(4b)). 
If w E C”([u, c], A), b E [a, c], and wr , resp. w2 is the restriction of w to 
[a, b], resp. [6, c], then for any 8 E AO(w(u)) n Ao(w(b)) n AO(w(c)) the 
formula [W : 61 = [wr : S] + [w2 : 61 implies that 
ind(w,) + ind(w,) - ind(w) 
= ind _O(w(b), 8; W(G)) f ind ,O(w(c), 8; w(b)) - ind p(w(c), 6; ~(a)). 
(2.15) 
Choosing a curve w such that W(U) = N, w(b) = /3, w(c) = y, it therefore 
follows that for any N, p, y E A the number 
i(ol, /3, y) = ind 0(/3,6; LX) + ind p(y, 6; /3) - ind _O(y, 6; a) (2.16) 
does not depend on the choice of 6 E AO(ol) n A”((3) n A”(y). 
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LEMMA 2.4. Wviting TT = T(~~~).,.(~~~~) , 
i(a!, p, y) = (iflda + nullity) Q(mx, $3; Try). (2.17) 
PI-oof. By letting the curve w run in 3 + ,8 + y one can reduce the 
computation to the symplectic space (3 f /3 + ~)/(a n p n y), so we may 
assume that CL n ,d n y = 0. 
Let t tt a(t) be a differentiable curve in A such that ~(0) = ix and 
q,(&/dt)(O) is positive definite. Taking 6 m= u(t), t > 0, t sufficiently 
small, we have ind Q&S; S) = indQ(a, p; 8) = 0 and similarly 
ind Q(r, 8; N) -1 0, so i(n, /3, y) = ind Q(r, 6; /3). Because 01 n (j3 n 7) = 0, 
the curve t ++ 7~ an,,a(t) is differentiable in A((/3 + r)/(/? n y), U) and has 
positive definite derivative at t = 0, so reducing to (/3 + r)/(/3 n y) we 
may now assume that p n y = 0. 
Write c1 = (a n /3) @ 01~ for a linear subspace i~r 3 u n y, and let 
t t-t a’(t) be a differentiable curve in A such that ~‘(0) = a, 01 n ,i3 C a’(t) 
for all t and q,,(du’/dt)(O) is positive definite. Taking 6’ = &x’(t’), t’ > 0, t’ 
sufficiently small, it can be arranged that 6 is attained from 6’ by traveling 
into the positive definite direction, so ind Q(r, 6; p) = ind Q(/3, y; 8) = 
ind $&!I, y; 8’). B ecause a n /3 C a’(t) for all t the curve t I+ nanl,.u’(t) is 
smooth in A((~L + /3)/(.x n /3), a) and has positive definite derivative at 
t = 0, so reducing to (2 + /3)/(,1 n ,/3) me may now assume that 
CY n /3 = 0. 
But then indQ(/I, y; 6) = ind -Q(y, /3; 6) m= ind -Q(y, ,8; x) j-- 
dim(y n a) ; (index + nullity) 0(,x, /3; y). Because first reducing to 
(/3 + r)/(P n y) and then to (~,~,+x + ~-,,$)/(~,,.,,a n T~~.#) is the same 
as reducing to P/E with E = (U n /I) -+ (/3 n y), (2.17) is proved. 
We conclude this section with the computation of some intersection 
numbers. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let w intersect C (1) at time t and have a right, resp. left 
derivative at time t equal to %+, resp. &. Assume that Qz =- q,lnw(1,8’ is 
nondegenerate. Then, restricting w to a su&iently small neighborhood of t, 
this is the only intessection of cv with 2 (LX) and 
[W : a] : i{sgnC_- -I- sgnQ 1. (3.18) 
Proof. Take p E AO(z). Then, applying (2.6), 
[W : a] = iw : fl] - s(o~, p; +z), w(b)j = --s(isi, p; w(~), w(b)) 
= $-{sgnQ(a, p; w(t)) + sgn Q-l- - (sgnQ(oc, p; w(t)) - sgnQ-)I 
= ${sgn Q+ + sgn Q-j-, if (I -r~ t < b, n, b sufficiently close to f. 
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A curve w E Cl([a, b], /.I) is called a plus-curz~ if q,,,c,,(dw/dt)(t) is 
positive definite for every t E [a, 61. 
COROLLARY 2.6. I’ w is a plus-cutwe, ~(a), w(b)~AO(a), then w 
intersects C (a) in jinitely many points and 
[W : a] = c dim(w(t) n a). (2.19) 
OJ(l)nC.fO 
3. CURVES OF SYMPLECTIC TRANSFORMATIONS 
Let (F, a) be a real symplectic vector space and E = F x F be 
provided with the symplectic form u = gfirst factor @ -o,,,,,~ fsctor as in 
(1.25). Then the mapping @ ~--t graph d> is a diffeomorphism from the 
group Sp(F, u) of symplectic transformations in (F, D) to a dense open 
subset of /l = A(F x F, 0). In order to describe its differential we 
identify Tgrill,,, O (1 with S2(graph @) by means of the mapping gRrapbO in 
Proposition 2.1, and in turn S2(graph @) with S2(F) using u i--t (u, @ZL) 
as a similarity transformation. 
LEMMA 3.1. With these identijications, &D E T,(Sp(F, u)) corresponds 
to the symmetric bilinear form 
(v, 6’) tt o(-@-~ C’ 6@v, t?) on F. (3.1) 
Proof. Take YE Sp(F, ) u such that its graph is transversal to graph @, 
that is, Y - @ is invertible. For @’ close to @ write (u, @‘u) = 
(z’, @v) + (w, Yw), implying that w = (Y - @‘)-‘(@’ - 0)~. So 
Q(graph @, graph Y; graph (I’) is given by 
(v, a) ‘+ u((w, Yw), (‘7j, @v)) 
= a(w, a> - o(Yw, a%) = o((I - a-?P)w, a) 
= a((1 ~ @j--1Y)(Y - CD’)-‘(@’ - qv, a). 
Differentiation with respect to @’ at @’ = @ now gives (3.1). 
LEMMA 3.2. For each V E A(F, a), Y b Y(V) is a smooth mapping 
from Sp(F, u) to A(F, u). Th e image of 6Y E T,(Sp(F, u)) under its difleren- 
tial corresponds to the symmetric bilinear form 
(v, a) ‘+ a(W 0 Y-lv, 6) on Y(V). (3.2) 
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Proof. Choose I- E A”(V). For Y close to I, write z’ + ZL = Y’v’, 
with z.1, z” E I’, 11 E U. Writing rry for the linear projection onto V along 
I’, this leads to u(u, 6) = o(Yu’, 27) = @‘U(V~YI)-~V, 2:) if 2’ E V. Differen- 
tiating this with respect to Y at Y = I (treating (rr,Y)-l as a map: 
I’--+ I’) leads to (3.2) for Y =: 1. The general case follows by replacing 
Y(V) by V, and remarking that 
(Y + SY)( T’) = (I - w 0 Y-l)(Y( 1.)) 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let t H @p(t), t running from 0 to T, be a czuze in 
Sp(F, u) with Q(O) = I. Write 9) .for the curEe t ~graplz Q(t) in 
A(F /: F, a), and c++ for the cure-e t tt @(t)-‘(V) in A(F, u) for any 
6’ E A(F, a). Then 
[pv : C.] : [y : z. ?’ I,-] (3.3) 
if Z: E fl”( V) n A”(@( T)-I( V)). 
Pvoof. By a homotopy we can make g, differentiable, intersecting 
C (CT >; I’) only in its regular part and transversally. In view of 
Lemma 3.1, 4(IJ,V),,(l)(d~/dt)(t) is similar to the symmetric bilinear form 
(u, a) tt o( -@(t)-l(d@/dt)(t)a, ii), restricted to U n G(t)-‘{ V). In view 
of Lemma 3.2 and using that 
$ CD(t)-’ == -CD(t)-’ g(t) CD(t)-’ 
this is in turn similar to qGnO(!) l(L.)(dq+/dt)(t). So q+ intersects C (U) 
only in its regular part and transversally, and (3.3) follows now from the 
definition of the intersection number. 
In view of Definition 2.3, (3.3) also can be read as 
irid - ind(Fr) 
m= ind (&rap11 @(?‘), t- \. I *; A) - ind Q(@( ?‘)-‘( I’), U; I’). (3.4) 
Here A = graph I x diagonal in F x F. Choosing a curve in Sp(F, 0) 
from I to @, it follows that for any @ E Sp(F, u), I’ E A(F, a) the number 
j(@, I-) = indQ(graph @, U Xi Iy, A) -- indQ(@-l(T’), U; V) (3.5) 
does not depend on the choice of U E A”(V) n AO(@-l( V)). 
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LEMMA 3.4. Write Y = 0-l. Then 
Q(w, 7.5) = o((l- Y)w, q, w, 22 E (I - Y)-l( V) (3.6) 
defines a symmetric bilinear form Q on (I - Y)-l( V), and 
j(@, V) = ind_O -+ dim(V n (I - Y)pi( 1.)) - dim(V n Ker(l - Y)). (3.7) 
Proof. Let 7~~~ , resp. n,, denotes the linear projection onto U, 
resp. V along V, resp. iii. Then Q(graph @, U x V; d) is similar to the 
symmetric bilinear form Q1 on F given by 
Q&L’, 75) -~= a(%yQ - Y) w, YZZ) + u(7+(1- Y) w, ei). 
On the other hand, Q(Y(V), U; V) IS similar to the symmetric bilinear 
form Qa on V defined by 
Q*(v, 6) = CT-T,,YV, ?z%), 
which is just the restriction of Qr to V. It follows that 
ind& - indQ2 == ind_O + dim( V n W) - dim(k-n Ker_Ol), 
here Q is the restriction of Q, to the space 
W = {w EF; Q1(w, U) = 0 for all v E I-]-. 
If Qr is nondegenerate this formula can be read off from a standard 
lemma preceding Witt’s theorem (cf. [2, Theorem 3.8]), and in general 
it follows by reduction modulo Ker Q, . 
Now Q1(w, v) = o(xy,(I - Y v i rr E V, and this is equal to 0 for all ) f 
v E V if and only if rr,(l - Y) w E Y(V), hence z-~(I- Y)w = 0, 
because Y(V) n U = 0. So W = (I - Y)-l( V) and Q is given by (3.6). 
The proof is completed by noting that Ker Q, == Ker(l - Y). 
4. COMPUTATION OF THE MORSE IKDES 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let CD& t) be defined by (1.22), (1.20), with q(t) 
positive dejinite, and assume that t + &x(t) is not identically sero when 
t E+ (i;,‘:,‘) is a nonzero solution of (1.19). Then the curve TV tt graph @(p, T) 
is a plus-curve in A( T*R” x T*[W’L, u). 
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Proof. Solving the variational equations 
g g (CL! 9 = 44 4 -g (CL, t) + g (c’, t) c qp, t), $- (p, 0) = 0 
leads to 
So in view of Lemma 3.1, a/ap graph @(p, T) is given by the symmetric 
bilinear form 
Here we have written 
Putting c> = E, we get a positive number unless 8x(s) = 0 for all s E [0, T], 
which would impIy z’ = 0 by assumption. 
The assumption in Proposition 4.1 is already satisfied if, for instance, 
Dt2P(4 x(t), ‘c(t)> . IS nondegenerate for some t E [0, 7’1, so is certainly 
satisfied if (1.6) holds, because DE2p = (D,.“f)--I. (Use I = Dr2f 0 Dcz”, 
u = Dsp; see (1.16).) 
So in view of Corollary 2.6, (1.23) now reads: 
iR(c) = [I/J : p], where $ is the curve p i-+ graph @(p, T), p running from - 1 to -0. 
Let x’s be the composition of the curves (4.1) 
(1) x,* : graph @( - 1, t), t running from 7’ to s, 
Xj2) = graph @(II, s), ,JJ running from - 1 to 0, 
(3) 
XS = graph @(O, t), t running from s to T, and finally 
#I’ = graph a(~, T), p running from 0 to -0. 
(4.2) 
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Letting s go from T to 0, we obtain a homotopy between # and x0, 
leaving the end-points graph CD- 1, T), resp. graph @( - 1, -0) fixed. 
Using (2.8) and the fact that the Maslov-Arnol’d index of a loop is 
homotopy-invariant, it follows that [$ : p] = [x0 : p]. 
Now remember that the Sturm-Liouville problem (1.13), (1.14) only 
has nonzero solutions for y > - 1. The argument leading to this 
observation remains true if we replace T by any t > 0, so graph 
@(p, t) n p = 0 for all t > 0, p < -- 1. Noting that xA2) is constant equal 
to A = graph I, we obtain: 
iR(c) = [x : p], where x is the curve consisting of 
9’ = graph @(- 1, t), t running from -70 to 0, followed b> (4.3) 
q := graph @(O, t), t running from 0 to T, and #‘. 
In general q’ and (cr’ cannot be left out because p need not be transversal 
to ~(0) = A or to F(T) = graph @(O, T). 
LEMMA 4.2. If  q(0) is su.ciently large, then q&d/dt) graph 
@(-1, t)\ 1=0 is nondegenevate and has index equal to dim ~(p n A), here 7~ 
is the projection: ((E), (it)) I+ (6x, 6~): T*[wrL x T*W + W :/: R”. 
Proof. Using Lemma 3.1, (1.22), (1.20), it follows that q,&d/dt) 
graph @(- 1, t)l l=. is similar to the restriction of 
to pd = {u E T*R”; (u, 21) E p]. P is positive definite on the intersection 
of pd with the “vertical space” == ((605) E T*R”; 8% E FP}, and choosing 
q(0) sufficiently large it is negative definite on a complementary space in 
pd. This implies that P is nondegenerate and has index equal to the 
dimension of the projection of p3 in the base (6.~ --) space, which in 
turn is equal to dim r(p n A). 
THEOREM 4.3. The Morse index is gizlen b? 
iR(c) = ind(v) $- i(d, p; y(T)) -I- dim sr(p n d) - 2~. (4.4) 
Here q is the curse t wgvaph @(O, t), t running from 0 to T, i is defined 
in (2.16) and r in Lemma 4.2. 
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Proof. Using (2.9), (2.101, and (4.3), iR(c) = [x : *x] - s(p, i-y; graph 
@C--1, +O), graph @(-0, T)) = [F : CX] - +(sgn Q(p, CX; graph 
@(-I, +O)) - sgn Q(P, CYY; graph @(-0, T))]., h ere E E A”(d) n A”(~( T)) n 
A”(p). On the other hand, (2.6) Lemma 4.2, and the positivity of 
p tt graph @(p, T) imply that 
sgn CI(p, a; graph @(- 1, - 0)) 
= sgnQ(p, X; A) f dim p3 - 2 dim ~(p n A) 
==dimp-dimpnA-2ind~(p,~;d)~-dimp-’-2dim7~(~nd), 
an d 
sgn g(p, ~1; graph @( -0, T)) 
::= sgnQ(p, Al; v(T)) - dim p n ~(7’) 
== 2 ind Q(q( T), ol; p) - dim v( I”). 
Finally [q : X] = ind(y) - ind @(v(T), a; A), so.collecting all the terms 
and using that dim p = dim F(T) =: 212, dim p n A = dim pd, (4.4) 
follows. 
The term i(d, p; v(T)) can be computed explicitly using Lemma 2.4. 
We no\v turn to a study of ind(rp). 
PR0~0slTI0s 4.4. If Q(t) = @(p, t) is the solution of (1.22), (1.20), 
and b’ z [(,$) E T*R”; St E LV) is the “vertical space,” then the positive 
dejiniteness of Dc”p(t, x(t), f(t)) implies that qv: t+@(t)-‘(V) is a 
plus-cwre in A( T*W, u). Moreocer, if I’ E A”(V) n A’)(@( T)-‘( V)), then 
ind(cp) : 1 d im U n Q(t) ‘(I,-) + indQ(graph D(T), C’ \~ r-; A) 
o/t -7 
(4.5) 
Proof. Using the substitution II = O(t)-‘21, ii = a(t)-lf, it follows 
that the restriction of 
(4 4 
d@ 
+ D(-CD(t)-’ dt ((f)u, 6) 
to Q(t)--‘( 1’) is similar to Dp2p(t, x(t), (t)). So ~~ is a plus-curve and the 
first equality follows from Definition 2.3 by taking intersection with 
CV j.’ V and using (3.3). 
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The second equality means that 
ind(Fy) = c dim V n @(t)pl( V) 
o<t<1 
(4.6) 
if yV is a plus-curve. Denote by & the curve ++(t), t running from +0 to 
T - 0. Then 
[lp” : U] = [cj?” : U] 
= [@,v : VI + t&n C?(v, u; w+W - w Q(V, u; w!T - 0))) 
= [qV: lr] + i{n - sgn_O(V, U; y”(T)) + dim Vn ~~(2”)) 
= [Qv: I’] + 12 - g{n - dim Vn ~~(5”) - sgn,O(p,V(T), U; I’)) 
= [GV : I’] + n - indQ(v,(T), U; V), 
proving (4.6). Here we have used (2.9) (2.10), (2.6), and the positivity 
Of%. 
Remark. If p,,. is a minus-curve, then a similar calculation shows that 
ind(gr,) = - c dim V n Q(t)-l( V). (4.7) 
O-&T 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If p = U :.: V .for any Lagrange space U in 
T*W, and V = rev&al space, then 
iR(c) = 2 dim U n @(O, t)pl( V). (4.8) 
O<t<T 
Proof. Because of (4.5), iR(c) = [rl : p] + [yz : p] + [y3 : p], where 
yr = graph @(- 1, t), t running from $0 to 0, followed by graph 
@(O, t), t running from 0 to +O, ya = graph @(O, t). t running from +0 
to T - 0, and finally ya = graph @(O, t), t running from T - 0 to T 
followed by graph @(p, T), p running from 0 to -0. Applying Lemma 2.5 
and Corollary 3.3 and the fact that p tt graph @(p, T) and t I+ 
@(p, t)-l( V) are plus-curves, (4.8) follows. 
If R = S x (xT} f or a submanifold S of X, then p = li x V with 
U = tangent space to the normal bundle Sl of S in T*X, and V = 
vertical space. @(O, t) is equal to the differential of the flow @ of the 
Hamilton system (1.17). t is called a focal point for the initial condition S 
if n 0 @I: S1 +X is not a local diffeomorphism at (x(O), f(O)), and 
dim Ker W 0 @WW, 5(O)) n TM~L~(~)P 
= dim @(O, t)(U) n V = dim U n @(O, t)-l( V) 
is called the multiplicity of the focal point. Here rr denotes the projection: 
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(x, =) tt x. If 0’ = I”, corresponding to R = ((x0, xT)), then t is called 
a conjugate point. 
So in Proposition 4.5 we have recovered the classical theorem of Morse 
[12] that for fixed end point conditions the Morse index is equal to the 
number of conjugate points in IO, T[. The proof is simpler than for 
general boundary conditions, because Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 
have not been used here. Combining Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.4 
the Morse index for an arbitrary boundary relation is obtained as the 
number of conjugate points in IO, T[ plus a correction term which can 
be computed explicitly in terms of the boundary relation R and the 
symplectic transformation @(O, T). Note that the form of p C T*iw” 1,: 
T* ~7%” resp. @(O, T) E Sp(T*R”, u) depend on the differentials of 
y F+ t(O, y), resp. y w r( T, y) at y = 0, here r is the covering introduced 
in the beginning of Section 1. On the other hand, the vertical space is 
invariant under changes of r, so the number of conjugate points does not 
depend on the choice of r. 
PROPOSITION 4.6. If R = [(x, y) E X s X; x -= v>, alzd r is a 
cocering .~rh that D,I’(O, 0) = DJ( T, 0), then 
iR(c) 12 ind(v) - II. (4.9) 
Here F detlotes the cuwe t t-t graph @(O, t), t running from 0 to T. 
Proof. Apply (4.4) with p r-- A. 
Applying (4.5) one obtains the additional formulas 
iR(C) : c dim C.; r\ @(O, f)-I( I -) -~ ind Q(graph @(O, T), CT >: I.; d) - II 
0 I. 7 
:= number of conjugate points in IO, T[ +j(@(O, T), I-) (4.10) 
for the Morse index with periodic end conditions. Here L; E /IO(V) n 
AO(@(O, T)-‘( I*)). Identifying the number j(@(O, T), Z’) (given explicitly 
in (3.7)) with the “order of concavity” of Morse [12], one recovers the 
formula which he obtained in the case that @(O, T) - I is invertible. 
If the Hamilton flow @’ in T*X is defined by a functionp(x, t) which 
does not depend on t and is homogeneous in 5, then the plane P spanned 
by the Hamiltonian vector field and the tangent vector (0, 5) of the cone 
axis {(x, T[); 7 > 01 is invariant under D@“. The computation of the 
index then can be reduced to the orthogonal complement P0 of P with 
respect to the symplectic form. Pa is also invariant under Ddit, and 
complementary to P because u is nondegenerate on P. 
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Using this reduction and choosing U appropriately adapted to 
@(O, T), the first identity in (4.10) can be identified with the formula 
obtained by Klingenberg [l I]. F or instance, if U is invariant under 
@ = @(O, T) then the restriction to U of the form Q, (see the proof of 
Lemma 3.4) vanishes and it follows that ind Q(graph CD, Lr ,,l V; 8) = 
ind Q’ + n - dim( U n Ker(@ - 1)). H ere Q’ is the symmetric bilinear 
form on (@ - r)-l( c’) n I’ defined by 
Q’(w, 7q = u((@ - I)% 6). 
If moreover @ - .Z is invertible, that is the Poincart map (= restriction 
of @(O, T) to P”) h as no eigenvalues equal to 1, then ind Q(graph @(O, T), 
U x V; 0) = n, and we recover Klingenberg’s theorem that the Morse 
index for periodic geodesics is equal to the number of intersections of the 
@(t)(U), 0 < t < T, with the vertical space. 
Any Lagrange space in Tc~~(,),~(,,,,(T*X) which is transversal to the 
fiber is equal to the “horizontal space” H = ((“0”) E T*W; 6x E W> for a 
suitable choice of local coordinates in X. So any C’ E /lo(V) n 
AO(@(O, T)-l( I’)) can act as H by a suitable choice of l7 On such 
coordinates, 
for an invertible n j; n matrix A and symmetric B, C. (This is related 
to the representation of the canonical transformation @(O, T) by means of 
a generating function, interchanging the role of x and t in the first 
factor. (Cf. Caratheodory [4].) With this notation, 
(4.12) 
where N denotes similarity as symmetric bilinear forms. 
Using the reduction of Pm and (4.1 l), (4.12), the power of i appearing 
in the asymptotic expansions in [g] can be identified with ind (y) - n. 
This relation remains valid if the condition that DE2p(a(t), t(t)) is 
positive definite is dropped and the number can no longer be interpreted 
as an index for a variational problem. 
The condition for the covering I’in Proposition 4.6 can only be satisfied 
if X is orientable along c. This flaw can be easily repaired, leading to 
formulas like (4.10) also in the nonorientable case. The most natural way 
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would be to develop the intersection theory of Section 2, 3 for a bundle 
of symplectic vector spaces over a circle, rather than for a fixed symplectic 
vector space (E, u). The details of this are left to the reader. 
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